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Sustainability


Sustainable recreation, and sustainability in general,
presents challenges – from definition to
implementation.



My goal: briefly highlight those challenges and
suggestt one approach
h to
t implementation.
i l
t ti

Sustainability


The federal government has defined sustainability
(Executive Order 13423):


“Sustainable” means to create and maintain conditions,
under which humans and nature can exist in productive
harmony,
y, that permit
p
fulfilling
g the social,, economic,, and other
requirements of present and future generations of Americans



How do we use that to manage for sustainability – or
to jjudge
dge whether
hether a given
gi en ttype
pe or level
le el of recreation
use is sustainable?



I have
ha e no idea
idea…

Sustainability


Definitions such as these are satisfying as
aspirational statements…



… but meaningless when it comes to operationalizing
and applying the concept.



It is not easy, but we can
create an operational
definition we can “put meat
definition,
on the bones.”



It helps to remember two
things…

Sustainability


Life is a conjoint




tradeoffs are inevitable – the trick is to identify
y what tradeoffs
are acceptable / desirable

It’s all about us, not the scientists


in recreation and tourism, “carrying capacity” is a myth,
though the concerns that underlay it are real



scientists can not solve the challenge
g for us by
y telling
g us
“how much is too much”

Life Is a Conjoint




Recreation generates a range of impacts


some are evaluated positively



some negatively



a given impact may be positive for some, negative for others

We operationalize
W
ti
li sustainability
t i bilit b
by id
identifying
tif i specific
ifi
indicators and standards for the highest priority
impacts
p
– and then manage
g accordingly.
gy

Life Is a Conjoint


Impact dimensions in recreation


ecological – e.g., vegetation loss, wildlife disturbance



experiential – e.g., physical and mental health benefits,
costs to other recreationists



fiscal / managerial – e.g., recreation-related costs and
revenues accruing to Deschutes National Forest



economic – e.g., jobs in tourism and other sectors
associated with recreation on the forest



community – e.g., quality of life, traffic

Life Is a Conjoint


Identify key indicators and standards for each.



Indicators are continuums reflecting
g important
p
impacts.



Standards are points that tell us where impacts are
t big
too
bi (i
(in thi
this case off a negative
ti iimpact)
t) or ttoo smallll
(in the case of a positive impact).



Sample for ecologic dimension:


indicator: average trail width in designated locations



standard: average no more than 2.5 feet

Life Is a Conjoint


The indicator/standard approach forces us to be very
specific,
p
to be very
y clear about what we mean by
y
sustainable.



It also forces us to make the trade-offs inherent in life


will we accept a “looser” negative standard for trail width in
order to achieve a positive standard for recreation-related
community health gains or job creation?



It provides clear guidance for management action.



It provides an opportunity for user groups to selfregulate.

It’s All About Us


Note that it’s “us” who define indicators and standards
– it’s not scientists.



Scientists determine how impact changes as the
type or level of use changes (the lines in graphs such
as this).
this)



Society determines what level of impact is
acceptable
p
((how far up
p the vertical axis are we willing
g
to go?).

It’s All About Us


This is one reason why, in this context, carrying
capacity is a myth – there is no “scientific” answer to
th question
the
ti off how
h
much
h iis ttoo much.
h



Other reasons:


carrying capacity focuses on inputs (number of people)
people), but
we care about outputs (e.g., ecological and experiential
conditions)



outputs
t t depend
d
d nott just
j t on
number of people, but also
on factors such as
ecosystem type
type, visitor
behavior, and management
interventions

It’s All About Us


We can define sustainability by defining indicators
and standards.



The conceptual foundation has existed for decades,
including within recreation management (e.g., LAC).



Ch ll
Challenges:





process requires collaboration and significant commitment
by land managers and the community



some important impacts are difficult to convert to quantifiable
indicators and standards



it may be difficult to achieve consensus



the commitment includes monitoring – if we don’t monitor we
don’t know if we’re within our definition of “sustainable”

Is sustainability important enough for us to rise to the
challenge?

